CIS 453 - FINAL LIST OF TEAMS & PROJECTS, FALL ‘09

Team1: Space Shooter Iphone Game App. [4 members]
   Matt Jayne (TR)
   Ben Maer
   Austin Arbor
   Akshdeep Singh

Team2: SU Image Processor [4 members]
   Shijing Liu (TR)
   Chu Chen
   Tom Zayan
   Chieh-Heng Sui

Team3: Squirrelly Ice Adventure [5 members]
   Ava Sacco (TR)
   Lindsay Bailey
   Shannon Woodson
   Stephanie Loughlin
   Nick Bucukovski

Team4: Class Scheduler [5 members]
   Dorwin D’souza (TR)
   Kyle Seifert
   Nate Weiss
   Tim Korecky
   Tzvetan Devnaliev

Team5: Ringtone Convertor [5 members]
   Lusha Zhang (TR)
   Erica Sponsler
   Kristie Tollstam
   Ryan Corcoran
   Alex Rouse

Team6: BallCam [3 members]
   Jakub "Kuba" P. Kotynia (TR)
   Kofi Kusi
   Christopher Then